Four New Publications For Libertarians,
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Smoking And Something Else
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According to the anti-smoking lobby, smoking causes just about every disease under the Sun. Here,
Simon Wolff a distinguished toxicologist gives his opinion, one widely supported in the United States, that
the lifestyle academics are leading us up the garden path. Although Professor Wolff does not dispute the
fact that smoking causes lung cancer, he is of the opinion that without current levels of air pollution we
u'ould see very much lower rates of lung cancer. His arguments are impressive. This pamphlet also contains an analysis of Professor Doll's pronouncements and finds them totally unconvincing.

The

Doll's House

18 pages.
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This is an appraisal of the work of Professor Sir Richard DolI, with particular reference to his work on
smoking and cancer. Originally commissioned for the Ecologist, this short study, which contains quotes
and opinions from Simon Wolff, Hans Eysenek and Samuel Epstein, finds Doll's work leaves much to be
desired. A separate pamphlet contains related correstrrcndence and will be of interest to the more academically minded.

Victim Wanted!

23 pages. r1.so

A study of passive smoking by FOREST researcher Judith Hatton. Now in her 74th year and smoking
like a chimney, Mrs Hatton mounts a vigorous attack on the passive smoking brigade.

Smokers'Writes: Four Short Sturies By A Non-Smoker
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These would be funny if the subject matter were not so serious. Includes two futuristic stories.

Other ITMA Publications
Exploding The Psychic Detective

Myth

27 pages. *t.ss
A scholarly study of psychic detectives. Are they real or is the public being conned?

The Shape Of Libraries To Come
A scholarly study of electronic

research
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Is There Intelligent Life On Earth?
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Short study of the loony Aetherius Society whose members lielieve Jesus lives on the planet Venus.

Shechita Barbaric
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As revierved in Free Life and noted in the Jewish Cfuronicle, this is a scholarly study of the lunatic fringe
opposition to ritual slaughter; covens the misnamed animal rights movement as well as the anti-Semitic
international.

A Goy Pries Into The Talmud

60 pages. f3.se
Written in collaboration with an anti-Zionist rabbi, examines what the anti-semites claim the Talmud
says and rvhat it really says.
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Jewish Ritual Murder: ...(.Jrbun Legend?
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A study of this unpleasant anti-Semitic myth rvithout the usual whining and wailing.
':'
Are You Being Fed A Load Of
f1.s0
Adocumented expos6 of thespurious anti-fascist (andanti-Libertarian) magazineSearchlight.
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Bullshit?

Libertarisn Verse
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A short anthology, also available on dislc

The Ballad Of Captain Bob or The Man Ip, The

A Libertarian tribute to Robert

Maxwell.

Mirror
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Just published: Frightening People To Death
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An investigation into anti-smoking propaganda, includes an interview with Hans Eysenck and the background to the Harry Elphick case, the smoker who
'ras refused medical treatment and subsequently died.
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